Grow Lights
for
Starting
Seeds
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For more information
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Using Grow Lights Extends Your Season and Reduces Your Cost
Starting seeds is a cost-effective way
to fill your garden beds. Successfully
starting seeds indoors is not difficult,
but there are several important factors
that, when accounted for, will increase
your yield and your satisfaction level.
While this brochure is specifically
about lights, a quick primer on how to
start seeds isn’t amiss. Choose seeds
that can be transplanted easily, like
eggplant, basil, and gourds. Some
plants need a longer growing season,
and those are good to get started
indoors, too. Hot peppers, melons,
tomatoes are good examples.
Time your seed starting according to
the packet or catalog directions. Use a
fine and fluffy seed starting mix in
your pots, not a coarse general potting
soil or dirt/soil from your yard. Plant
seeds at the depth noted on the
packet, and water gently (spray bottles
work nicely). Keep the soil damp, but
not too wet.
Many seed starting kits come with a
clear cover. Covering the seeds will
speed up the process, but is not
necessary. Seed mats, too, will
accelerate germination and encourage
quicker root growth, but are not vital
to seed starting success.
Once the seeds sprout and have their
first leaves, remove any sort of cover
you might have used over their pots.
Leaving the cover on any longer will
promote fungal rot and other
problems.

Brightness—
measured in lumens
Traditional incandescent bulbs’
brightness were measured in watts.
Lumens are now used to measure the
brightness, and is a standard across all
types of bulbs. The brighter the light,
the better it will be for your seedlings.
Remember, we’re trying to mimic the
sun on a warm mid-summer day
(~10,000 lumens).

Color—
measured in Kelvins
Plants growing outside receive the full
spectrum of light, but they don’t use all
of it all the time. Seedlings need the
cooler, blue light waves to thrive and
grow. New roots, stems, and tender
young leaves cannot grow well when
there’s a lack of blue light.

Later in life, when the plant wants to
set flower and grow fruits or
vegetables, the red end of the spectrum
is of higher need.
Full spectrum lights for the casual user
tend not to provide satisfactory levels
at either end of the spectrum.

Proximity Etiolation, or tall straggly

plants with very weak stems and few
leaves, occurs when the seedling puts
all of it’s energy into stretching toward
the sun. Because the plant needs light
in order to produce energy for growth,
it will forego root growth, leaf growth,
and overall sturdiness in order to get
closer to the sun. Etiolation is only
somewhat reversible.
To prevent etiolation, hang your grow
lights so that they’re only a few inches
above the growth. Move the light up as
the plants grow, always keeping it just
above the height of the foliage.

Duration Fifteen hours of light is

about right for most seedlings. Putting
the lights on a timer makes it very easy
to provide a consistent and adequate
duration of light.

Bulb type LED lights are the most

expensive to purchase, but use the least
energy and last the longest.
Fluorescent lights are less expensive
and easier to find, but should be
replaced every two years or so.
Incandescent bulbs are very hot and
will scorch your plants.
Please recycle your spent bulbs
appropriately.

